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Course information for the BSc (Hons) in Business and Management Studies.

BSc (Hons) in International Business (with a professional placement year)

Why business, management, accounting and finance at Sussex? Our School includes the Department of Business and Management, the Department of Economics.

BA Politics with International Studies.

BSc Management; BSc Accounting & Finance; BSc International Business; BSc Universidad de Edimburgo - Academic Ranking of World Universities

Course Duration: 4 years; Mode of Study: Sandwich; Qualification: BSc (Hons).

American presidency; nationalism and political power; ethics and international politics; Core modules from business: Finance; value based strategy.
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Nationalism Studies Politics and International Relations BSc at University Of London. Study Finder - Campus Hungary Major in Politics and IR, minor in Economics, & have weekly one-to-one tutorials.

NCH Politics and International Relations with Economics BSc (Hons) Study International business, finance & economics BSc at Alliance. programmes in the fields of Economics, Management, Finance and the Social Sciences. (as applicable). BSc Accounting with Law/Law with Accounting. BSc Banking and BSc (Economics) in Geography, Politics and International Relations, and Sociology.
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Nationalism Studies short-term program.